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The projects included in this free ebooklet are included in our Kids Sewing Lessons and Projects Curriculum Ebook plus over 100 more kids sewing projects and each of our kids sewing lessons.

Needle Book— Level 1

You will need the following for sewing a needle book:
2 pieces of felt 8 x 4 1/2 inches or you can make a smaller book if you would like
Extra scraps of felt for decoration
Needle and thread
Decorative ribbon about 14 inches

Lay one felt piece flat and lay ribbon in the middle of the rectangle.

Make sure you leave ends on each side. This will be to tie the book shut. Pin second piece of felt to first piece of felt.

Stitch all around the edges of felt to attach the two pieces together. Insert your needles or pins.

Close your book in half and tie ribbon. Decorate with other pieces of felt if desired.

**Tie Belt— Level 2**

Tie
2 key rings or belt rings
Measure your waist and add 10 inches. This will be the length of the belt. Starting at the skinny end of the tie, measure the length determined. Cut to the correct length. Sew cut edges together. Slide the same end in the 2 rings, fold over and sew in place. Easy as a tie, I mean pie!

---

**Bottle Bag— Level 3**

This bottle bag project can be used to give gifts. It is easy to enlarge the bag, if you'd like, by adding a few inches to the width.

You will need:
One 14 x 16 inch rectangles cut out of material
24 inches ribbon or cording
With right sides together fold material in half. Stitch around edges leaving the top open. Turn edge down and sew along the edge to hem.

Stitch a ribbon in the center back about 4 inches from the top of the bag.

Place your gift or bottle into the bag and tie in the front. Ideas could be bubble bath, sparkling grape juice, or a small present. If you want a wider bag cut out a 20 inch wide x 16 inch length instead of the size above. You will need to use at least 30 inches of ribbon.
A great kid's first sewing project can be to sew a beanbag. Use your beanbags for a game of toss or a pillow for a Barbie. There are countless ways you can play with them.

You will need:
2- pieces of 4x6 inch material
Beans or rice
Place your two pieces of 4x6 inch material with right sides together.

Sew one side to the end, take it off the machine and sew the next side. Don't forget to do your backward stitch after the first few stitches and at the end. (We will learn how to do corners in the next level.) Leave one side open. Stuff the material with beans or rice.

Sew the end closed using hand sewing.

For a smaller size bean bag cut out squares 4x4 inches. Then follow the directions above.
Pillow with Tie Front  - Level 3

For this pillow cover with ties you will need:
1 yard of two different kinds of material, something that coordinates together
15 x15 inch pillow form

Cut your material in the following sizes:
2- 16x16 inch squares from 2 different coordinating material
16 x16 inch square for the front
16 x17 inch squares for back of each pillow whichever material you want on the backside

On one of your two 16x16 inch squares use a ruler to make a large isosceles triangle by placing the ruler in the bottom corner. (see picture below) Draw a line to the middle point (8 inches). Cut out your two triangles. Turn the side edges over 1/4 inch and sew a hem.

For backing, cut 16x17 inch square in half lengthwise. Turn long edge down on a rectangle and sew. Pin if needed. Continue with other rectangle. Set aside.

Pin one of the triangles to the front of your pillowcase right side up. Pin other triangle to opposite side. Sew each side. Make sure the tips of your triangles won't get caught in the seam.

Now pin the backing on top of the front. The two pieces of the backing will overlap.

If you find your edges don't match up trim the excess. Sew all along edges taking out the pins as you go. Turn right side out. Place pillow form through opening in back. Tie two triangle pieces together.

**Cloth Dinner Napkins— Level 4**

You will need the following to sew cloth dinner napkins:
8 - 18 inch squares cut out of desired material about 2 yards

Place 2 squares with right sides together. Stitch around the edges leaving a 5 inch opening for turning right side out.

Turn right side out. Turn the unsewn edges in and pin. Iron edges flat. Stitch a top stitch all around the edges on each side. Continue with remaining cloth napkins. You will have a set of 4 if you'd like more, cut out enough material to make additional napkins.

Use these for table napkins or a bread cloths. You can also make this sewing project for a gift for someone by including napkin rings handmade or store bought.